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Kosovo Police, as an institution of law enforcement, keeping
public order and safety, since the beginning of the first cases of
COVID-19 virus, has been engaged in pandemic management
together with all other institutions.
During this period of pandemic management, the Kosovo Police
has been and remains committed to preventing the spread of the
pandemic, in order to preserve public health and has undertaken
all activities and measures so far in full coordination with all
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according to the preparedness and response plan.
Kosovo Police employees have been continuously exposed to the
risk of being infected with the COVID-19 virus while performing
their duties, but despite this they have performed their duty with
honor and fulfilled their sacred mission in service of the citizens
of the country.
Kosovo Police proudly remembers its employees who
unfortunately lost their lives from the COVID-19 virus. Their
work remains a good example for colleagues.
Kosovo Police also thanks the citizens of the country for the
cooperation, who by respecting the instructions of health
institutions are making the engagement of the Police in the field
easier. Kosovo Police remains committed to work non-stop,
making citizens feel safe and protected wherever they live.
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Actualities

Minister Sveçla, during the meeting with the Police Director, Mr. Mehmeti,
provided full support to the Police
The visit took place in the premises
of the General Directorate of Kosovo
Police, on 29.03.2021, where the General
Director of KP, together with the senior
leaders of the Police, hosted in a meeting
the Minister with his cooperators.
During the meeting Mr. Mehmeti,
through a presentation of the work of
the Kosovo Police, informed the Minister
about the commitments, results and
police activities in the implementation
of strategic objectives and concrete
commitments in specific areas, including
commitments in the implementation of
decisions to prevent pandemics.
Part of the presentation were also the
planned projects, such as: “Annual
Work Plan”, “The plan for strengthening
the integrity of the Kosovo Police 20212025”, “The Strategic Development Plan
2021-2025”, “The Integrated Strategy
for Intelligence Led Policing and
Community Policing” 2021-2025 ”,“
The project of placing cameras in police
stations ”and the cameras that are
expected to be placed to police officers
in the future “ (body cameras) ”.
Also the projects of placing GPS in vehicles
were highlighted, the implementation
of projects on additional training in
various fields, such as: communication,
behavior and discipline, integrity and
performance, defense tactics and use of
force, recertification of police officers,
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including the challenges faced by the
KP.
Minister of MIA, Mr. Sveçla, thanked
the Police for the results achieved, for
the work and commitments towards
providing public order and security in
the country, including the commitments
and police measures that are being taken

to prevent the spread of the pandemic,
in order to preserve public health,
where KP , together with the medical
staff, are on the front line, therefore
he honored police officers the fallen
on duty, including the officers who
unfortunately lost their lives from the
COVID -19 pandemic.
Minister Sveçla assured the support to
the Kosovo Police in all possible forms,
including the support in the Law on
Early Retirement, health insurance and
other issues that are in the interest of the
KP.
At the same time, he required from
the KP to further increase efficiency
and effectiveness at work, police
performance and integrity, transparency,
responsibility
and
accountability,
the increase of cooperation with the
community and the fight against
organized crime and corruption. The
management of the Kosovo Police
pledged to continue with concrete
commitments in law enforcement, in
providing security, maintaining public
order and tranquility, preventing
and combating any form of crime and
corruption. Minister Sveçla with the
General Director, Mr. Mehmeti, after
the meeting also visited the Directorate
for International Cooperation in the
Field of Law Enforcement, within the
Kosovo Police.

The ambassador of Great
Britain in Kosovo Mr. Abbott
and general Director of Kosovo
Police Mr. Mehmeti expressed
their readiness to further
continue the cooperation in the
field of security
The partnership with the United States of America is strongly
maintained and advanced through mutual cooperation,
American support for the Kosovo Police is irreplaceable
The General Director of Kosovo Police, Mr. Samedin Mehmeti, was the host
of the meeting with the director of INL, Mr. Shawn Waddoups and the DOJICITAP Attaché, Ms. Kimberly Riffe from the US Embassy. The purpose
of the meeting was a donation of personal protective equipment (PPE) to
help the protection of police officers during the pandemic and equipment of
advanced technology for combating crime in Kosovo.
The General Director of KP, Mr. Mehmeti thanked Mr. Waddoups and Mrs.
Riffe and the US citizens and taxpayers for this donation, as well as for the
ongoing support that the US Government has provided to Kosovo Police.
Mr. Mehmeti also stressed that the donated equipment will facilitate the
work of police officers in fighting crime.
The Director of INL, Mr. Waddoups praised the ongoing cooperation with
the KP, while assuring that their support will continue in the future. He
stressed that other needs for assistance to the Kosovo Police will be identified
in the future, and in this way, we will maintain the partnership between the
two parties.

In a welcoming meeting at the premises
of the General Directorate of KP, General director of Kosovo Police Mr. Samedin Mehmeti welcomed the ambassador
of Great Britain Mr. Nicholas Abbott
and at the same time informed him on
the police efforts in the field of security
and on the mutual cooperation.
Ambassador Mr. Abbott thanked the
General director Mr. Mehmeti for the
work of KP and the excellent cooperation they have and congratulated him
for the new position of the General director.
The meeting resulted with the readiness
to continue the cooperation in the field
of security and support in specific fields
between these two institutions.
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Actualities
A very important
donation by Germany to the
Kosovo Police

Kosovo Police consistently received
very important donations of equipment from the German state.
In recent months, Germany donated to
the Kosovo Police equipment and vehicles worth over half a million euros.
On 14.01.2021, the handover of the
donation of equipment for the Police
was made by the German Ambassador
in Prishtina, Mr. Joern Rohde and the
General Director of Kosovo Police, Mr.
Samedin Mehmeti.
On the occasion of receiving this donation, the General Director of Kosovo Police, Mr. Samedin Mehmeti,
expressed his gratitude to the German
people and the German state for the
continuous assistance provided to the
Kosovo Police. The Kosovo Police is
always grateful for the assistance provided by our partners and the equipment given by the German state will be
used in the best way, he said, among
other things.
On this occasion, Ambassador Joern
Rohde said: “It is a special honor to
hand over equipment to the Kosovo
Police, further underlining our German support for a long time for the capacity building of the Kosovo Police.”
The donation includes 16 night vision devices, 8 pairs of thermal imaging binoculars, 3 detectors, as well as
laptops and training equipment worth
more than 240,000 EUR.
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Colonel Stefano FEDELE, Commander of MSU Carabinieri,
with the Director of Kosovo Police, Mr. Mehmeti, discussed
the cooperation issues of the security field
In the meeting held in the premises of the General Directorate of Kosovo
Police in Pristina, on 01.04.2021, the General Director of Kosovo Police, Mr.
Samedin Mehmeti, expressed his satisfaction to Colonel Stefano FEDELE,
Commander of MSU Carabinieri, for the so far cooperation level.
During this introductory meeting, among other things, various topics
related to the security field were discussed as well as the continuation of
mutual cooperation between the Kosovo Police and MSU Carabinieri was
confirmed.

Mrs. Kimberly Riffe,
ICITAP Manager for
Kosovo met with Mr.
Samedin Mehmeti
and his associates
At the facility of KP Administration,
general Director of Kosovo Police
Mr. Samedin Mehmeti with his associates had an important meeting
where the manager of ICITAP for
Kosovo Mrs. Kimberly Riffe was
present as well.
The purpose of this meeting was the
organization of several round tables
to train the officers of domestic vio-

lence where the lecturer or leader
will be Mrs. Kimberly herself.
Through these tables they will discuss on the domestic violence and
provide suggestions on preparing a
form/questionnaire for the actions
to be undertaken when handling
these cases.
Kosovo Police thanks the American
ICITAP for the ongoing support in
various fields.

Table
Prevention of domestic
violence, in the focus
of meetings and interinstitutional activities
and other partners as well
The roundtable was chaired by the
general Director of Kosovo Police, Mr.
Samedin Mehmeti accompanied by
the senior management as well as the
competent superiors of the Directorate
of Policing in Community and Prevention

Referring to the situation with domestic
violence, on 25.03.2021 in the facility
of the Administration of the General
Directorate of Kosovo Police, a
roundtable was held about this topic.
The focus of the roundtable was the
current situation of domestic violence,
the role of institutions in dealing with
this phenomenon and the ways and
forms of cooperation, interaction and
coordination of activities with all actors
in facing this phenomenon.

violence, such as representatives from
the: Ministry of Justice, Ministry of
Internal Affairs, Ministry of Health,
State Prosecutor’s Office, Canter for
Social Affairs, Centre for Victims
Protection, representatives of shelters,
representatives from the Agency for
Gender Equality and participants from
local and international organizations,
such as: Kosovo Women’s Network,
UNDP, UN Women, OSCE, ICITAP,
representatives of the EU and EULEX.

The roundtable was chaired by the
general Director of Kosovo Police, Mr.
Samedin Mehmeti accompanied by
the senior management as well as the
competent superiors of the Directorate
of Policing in Community and
Prevention.

In this meeting, the general Director
of KP, Mr. Samedin Mehmeti made
a summary regarding the domestic
violence, obligations and responsibilities
that Kosovo Police has in dealing with
this phenomenon as well as the police
planning related the domestic violence.

This roundtable was also attended by
the representatives of local institutions
that directly deals with cases of domestic

While, the Colonel Gazmend Hoxha
made a description how Kosovo Police
deals with cases of domestic violence

and the representatives of the Section
of domestic violence presented the
statistics of domestic violence as well as
awareness activities planned for 2021.
In this roundtable were also presented
the professional perspectives by the
actors regarding the domestic violence
and raising level of the cooperation and
coordination of activities and tasks,
to combat and prevent the domestic
violence.
The General Director of Kosovo Police,
Mr. Samedin Mehmeti pledged to
the participants that Kosovo Police
will continue dealing these cases of
domestic violence with priority and
high professionalism and that all
remarks and suggestions highlighted in
this meeting will be taken seriously by
the police management, because only
with efficient coordination of activities
this negative phenomenon could be
prevented.
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Challenge and heroism

FACING THE CHALLENGE
The work is an activity requiring
discipline, dedication, requires both
appreciation and support, and requires
responsibility and quite often selfsacrifice, work is honor!
With
your
work
you
become
independent, you gain confidence, selfconfidence, you develop communication
with people and with your work you
always help someone...
One of the professions with the
responsibility to help people, providing
security, is the work of the police.
A police officer is professionally trained
to face challenges, whatever they may
be.
Dealing with unfamiliar situations
is already an integral part of his
professional journey.
He is called for protection, for
confrontation, he shows credibility, he
is always ready to respond, to take risks,
to monitor with the task given to him.
The police officer is not completely free
from duty even when he is asleep, he
is always on call to intervene. He is a
police officer 24 hours a day.
The unique police uniform, wherever it
is seen, shows security for people.
Police officers often encounter situations
that put their lives at risk, yet they
continue to work because they have to
respond to calls, be accountable, show
security, and establish order.
The officer works according to
institutional laws and rules and
implements them precisely in daily
affairs. The law is a guide to work.
The duties of a police officer are varied,
but they are all regulated to protect the
life, dignity and property of the citizen.
The police often face a thief who can
shoot, violent protesters, a sick person
who attacks him, one who insults,
someone who disobeys, another
who jokes, someone who mocks him
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The officer "does not get wet by
the rain" nor "covered by snow", he
performs his duties in the places
where he is assigned, because he
has sworn to do so

and someone who even praises and
congratulates him, but he continues to
do his job, to maintain order and calmly
and patiently, showing professionalism,
to get through all these situations.
The officer “does not get wet by the rain”

nor “covered by snow”, he performs his
duties in the places where he is assigned,
because he has sworn to do so.
He also has a family, to which he cannot
respond as he owes, because police
duties are what make him be loaded.
Depending on the circumstances and
events the schedules are often prolonged
and workload becomes more evident.
The uniform bears responsibility,
but also carries education, morals,
credibility and pride.
Therefore, in order to be good, we must
appreciate the one who is authorized for
the work he does, to act reasonably.
Respect and gratitude are the basis of
the will for the challenging jobs that a
police officer faces every day.
Responsibility and rationality make us
be more careful!
Prepared:
Merita Canolli - Gashi

Heroism

As a sign of support and appreciation for their work in assisting citizens, Director of
Kosovo Police visited police officers that intervened in the fire incident in a collective
building in Fushë Kosova
The General Director of Kosovo Police,
Mr. Samedin Mehmeti, associated by the
Director of the Operations Department,
Mr. Gazmend Hoxha and the director
of the Regional Directorate of Prishtina,
Mr. Fahredin Verbovci, on 19th of
March have paid an official visit to the
Police Station in Fushë Kosovë.
The purpose of this working visit was
to get acquainted with the work and
commitments performed by police
officers in this station in crime prevention
and providing security to citizens, with
special emphasis on the meeting of police
officers who intervened professionally in
providing security and saving the lives
of citizens in the fire incident occurring
on 17.03.2021 in a collective building
in Fushë Kosovë. As a sign of support
for the police station and the officers
who intervened in the case of the fire
incident, Director Mehmeti awarded
two officers with a police plaque for the
professional work they did during the
intervention, where they managed to
provide security for citizens and save
their lives. Also a police plaque and
some logistics equipment (computers)
were donated to the police station
commander.

The purpose of this working visit
was to get acquainted with the work
and commitments performed by
police officers in this station in crime
prevention and providing security to
citizens
Director Mehmeti thanked the police
staff for their commitment, results
achieved and their work so far in this
challenging situation caused by the
pandemic and at the same time asked
them to continue with their professional
work in the interest of the country and
its citizens, while the management will
continue to prioritize ongoing support
and encouragement. Among other
things, the leaders and supervisors
of the police station were requested
to continue to increase responsibility
in management and supervision by
superiors of all levels, in order to further
advance the credibility and image of
the Kosovo Police, as a professional
organization in serve the citizens.
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Covid-19

POLICE PATROLS,
ENGAGED 24-HOURS ON DUTY
Kosovo Police into all regions, is implementing the operational plan and measures to
prevent the spread of pandemic
Kosovo Police (KP), referring the decisions of the institutions of the Republic of Kosovo
and the operational police planning, all activities and measures so far are undertaken
in full coordination with all competent institutions in the field of health and other
relevant institutions, in accordance with the commitments and tasks according to the
preparedness and response plan.
The operational planning aims the cooperation and coordination of activities with central
and local institutions that are competent to combat and prevent the risks of the virus in
question and to deal with situations of this type, in terms of coordination and timely
response.
In order to adhere the protection measures, prevent the spread of the pandemic,
highlighting the interest of public health, Kosovo Police performs concrete tasks
throughout the territory of Kosovo, applying joint controls in traffic, passenger transport,
shopping centres, business premises, etc., including the imposition of fines on those who
do not implement these measures.
Kosovo Police appeals to all citizens to adhere the rules and respect anti-COVID
measures, keep the distance, put the masks on and clean hands.
Prepared by: Baki Kelani
Head of the Office for Information and Public Relations
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Actualities
Donation of the missing
persons file digitalization
equipment

In a ceremony organized at the
premises of the Institute of Forensics
in Pristina, with the participation
of the Deputy General Director of
Kosovo Police, Mr. Fehmi Hoti,
Ambassador of Switzerland Thomas
KOLLY, Ambassador of Britain, Mr.
Nicholas ABBOTT, Mrs. Maria Suokko,
permanent representative of UNDP,
as well as the Director of the Institute
of Forensics, Mr. Arsim Gërxhaliu,
Kosovo Police received a donation of
the missing persons file digitization
equipment.
Since this donation corresponded
to the Kosovo Missing Persons Day,
the Kosovo Police expressed its
consideration and thanked the partners
for their continued cooperation and
support, because this donation is of
particular importance for the work of
the Police in locating, identifying and
administering missing persons’ cases
of missing persons, through a process
of digitization of these files.
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With the motto“Love life - love yourself”, the Regional Police
Directorate in South Mitrovica, held a special activity
In addition to ongoing police engagements, the Regional Police Directorate in South Mitrovica, today
has conducted an awareness-raising
activity, in the framework of continuation of the launched project “Suicide Prevention”, which started in
October 2020. In the promotion and
support of this project, in this activity also participated the regional director, Colonel Aferdita Mikullovci.
As a reference for the initiation and
realization of a project of this nature, has been a research conducted
a year ago by the RPD - Mitrovica,
which aimed the identification of
factors and motives that lead to the
commission of acts of attempted suicide and suicide.

In order to prevent this very worrying phenomenon as for the individual, family and society as a whole,
in cooperation with the NGO “Diakonie”, the project was prepared
and the target groups for joint action
and the phases of the project were
identified.
In the first phase, together with psychologists of the NGO “Diakonie”
were held lectures with high school
students in the region of Mitrovica.
While in the second phase is planned
the selection and preparation of motivational messages for life which
messages are believed to have impact in prevention of the phenomenon in question.
About 150 messages of this nature
were distributed by police officers
and psychologists in the squares, the
city park, the accumulation lake and
the main bridge over the Ibër River
in Mitrovica, as the most frequented
places by citizens. The realization of
this project once again proves the
continuous commitment of the Police in partnership with the community and NGOs, to serve as a model
of mutual cooperation in promoting individual and collective values
for raising awareness in preventing
negative phenomena and contribution to general security.

Academy
At the Kosovo Academy for Public Safety (KAPS), on January 18, 2021,
the training of the 56th generation of police cadets began
In the premises of the Kosovo Academy
for Public Safety, the beginning of the
training of the 56th generation is initially
characterized by the signing of the contract
by the police cadets.
The young cadets were welcomed by the
management staff from the Kosovo Police
Training Division together with police
instructors, who at the same time wished
them success and encouraged them to
engage maximally in acquiring theoretical
and practical knowledge, in order to
implement the knowledge gained after
starting work at police stations.
Through this training, police cadets gain
the necessary knowledge according to
the highest European standards, in order
to perform their duties professionally in
serving citizens.
Kosovo Police in cooperation with KAPS are
taking all necessary measures determined by
the IKSHPK to conduct training / learning
during the pandemic situation.
Prepared by: Çajup Kajtazi
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Profil

the police nurse who
with her work and
positivity faces any
difficulty
She shows that during these 16 years of work in the
Police, the year 2020 and the beginning of 2021 have been
among the most challenging years at work. During this
period of the pandemic, the entire staff of the Directorate
of Health Services faced and maximally committed
towards the preservation of public health and in
particular the preservation and care for the health of KP
members.The outbreak of the pandemic, as it is known,
has been unknown before, but even dealing with it has
been stressful and challenging
Antigona Imeri Zejnullahi was born in Drenas. She finished
her primary school there, while the medical secondary
school at “Dr Ali Sokoli” in Prishtina, the branch of General
Medicine.
She studied Psychology, while she finished her MASTER
studies in Clinical Psychology. In addition to schooling, she
continued with various trainings in the field of medicine
and psychology, studies that have complemented her
professionally.
From 1999 she started working at the Health Center in
Drenas, in 2002 she moved to the UCCK, specifically in the
Intern Clinic, and from 2005 she started working for the
Directorate of Health Services at the Kosovo Police. Her
willingness for work, her commitment and dedication for
professional work in the Police made her be rewarded with
many praises and recognitions, as a sign of gratitude.
During this period of work for the Police (about 16 years),
Antigona also had challenges, but she felt good when she
managed with her work to ease the pain of her colleagues
from various diseases or injuries.
She has always been engaged with the medical team during
various operations conducted by the Police, including cases
of important escorts, where she has been part of them.
In addition to the tasks we mentioned, in the usual daily
life, the nurse Antigona completes medical documentation
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for police officers, deals with requests addressed to the
Directorate of Health Services for cases of various natures,
visits police officers who are injured on duty or even ill with
other diseases, at hospitals and private homes.
Antigona is also engaged in providing medical assistance
and medical advice to KP staff who need these services.
She shows that during these 16 years of work in the Police,
the year 2020 and the beginning of 2021 have been among
the most challenging years at work. During this period of the
pandemic, the entire staff of the Directorate of Health Services
faced and maximally committed towards the preservation of
public health and in particular the preservation and care for
the health of KP members. The outbreak of the pandemic,
as it is known, has been unknown before, but even dealing
with it has been stressful and challenging.
With the appearance of the first cases of COVID-19, Antigona
together with the other staff of the Directorate of Health
Services (DHS), are engaged in conducting awareness
lectures, first for the Border Police and then for other units
of the KP, and have also prepared information posters, in
order for the staff to have information on how to protect
themselves from the virus.
Another challenge has been the supply with the protective

equipment and their administering.
During this period of more than a year,
work has been performed in extra
hours and Antigona worked diligently,
sparing no effort in providing medical
services to those affected by the virus
who were not few among the members
of the KP. Although the working hours
have been long and tiring, she felt good
when she saw that with her work she
has managed to help those affected by
COVID-19.
Difficult moments in dealing with the
pandemic have been when colleagues
from the KP have lost the battle with

the virus. She remembers with pain the
conversations with them, she remembers
the moments during the treatment, and
she also remembers the hopeful words
she spoke to them.
The nurse Antigona during her
continuous engagements, despite taking
protective measures, in November 2020,
after noticing some unusual symptoms,
after being tested, she resulted positive
for the COVID-19 virus. She says the
virus has not been easy. Among the
problems she experienced there were
severe fatigue, experiencing anxiety,
insomnia, these are the symptoms

that generally characterize this virus.
She was treated at home and received
the therapies in consultation with the
staff of the DHS, whom she thanked
for providing support and medical
assistance during this period.
Antigona, being a health professional,
but also considering the fact that she
has passed the COVID-19 virus, has a
message for everyone, she appeals to
respect all the measures recommended
by the NIPHK and other health
professionals regarding prevention of
the spread of the pandemic.
Recently, as part of the vaccination of
the medical staff, Antigona was also
vaccinated with the anti-COVID-19
vaccine and on this occasion calls you
to be vaccinated in the first case that is
given the opportunity. It shows that the
vaccine has been the same in terms of
effects as any other vaccine.
Antigona is married and has three
children and lives with her family in
Prishtina.
The combination of family and
professional life commitments fulfills
Antigona
spiritually,
gives
her
motivation, making her always positive
in appearance.
Professionalism,
combined
with
humanity, makes people powerful.
Interviewed by:
Merita Canolli - Gashi
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Road Traffic Safety

The role and engagement o
The role of Road Traffic Division (RTD)
of Kosovo Police is to implement the road
traffic legislation and to draft strategic
plans which impact in preventing
road traffic accidents. The Road Traffic
Division analyses, evaluates, plans and
drafts the strategies for the integrated
and sustainable development of road
traffic safety in the country.

VENDOS RRIPIN E SIGURISË!
MOS VENDOSJA E RRIPIT TË SIGURISË MUND TË RRISË SHUMË RREZIKUN E NJË LËNDIMI SERIOZ GJATË NJË
PËRPLASJEJE NË AKSIDENT TRAFIKU DHE MUND TË JETË PËRGJEGJËSE PËR SHUMË VDEKJE NË RRUGË

Road traffic safety
Road traffic safety continues to be a
challenge not only for Kosovo, but also for
many countries in Europe and the world.
To address this challenge, the Kosovo
Police is constantly making great efforts
to increase road traffic safety, using a
safety-providing approach through the
prevention and detection of all activities
that may affect the overall road traffic
safety, cooperation and coordination
of police actions, with special emphasis
on police units, then inter-institutional,
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ME VEPRIMIN E THJESHTË TË VENDOSJES SË RRIPIT TË SIGURISË NË MJETIN TUAJ, LËNDIMET E RËNDA
DHE FATALITETET NË PËRPLASJE MUND TË ZVOGËLOHEN NË MËNYRË DRAMATIKE

international, media, civil society and
various experts in the field of road traffic
safety, which includes the strategic
orientation of addressing road traffic
challenges.

Within the comprehensive system of
providing road traffic safety and within
the decentralized management system of
road traffic units in the Kosovo Police,
the RTD is responsible for the strategic
orientation in addressing road traffic
safety. While, at the operational level, the
RTD is responsible for the management
of the Highway Control Unit, the Unit
for Escorting Hazardous Materials
and the Unit for Escorting Important
Personalities.
The (RTD) division is responsible for the
strategic development of Regional Road
Traffic Units (RRTU), where part of the
duties and responsibilities of RRTU
is to provide road traffic safety and
raise the awareness level of road traffic
participants, while the management
of the units in question is done by
the relevant structure of the Regional
Police Directorate. The RRTU with their
activities cover 665.17 km of highways
and 1473.52 km of regional roads.
Within its activities, the Road Traffic
Division supports various European and
international activities related to road

of the Road Traffic Division
safety, where the RTD has joined the
European Roads Networking (European
2
Roads Policing Network), in the
implementation of the operation. roadpol
”1 - seat belt, from 08-15.03.2021, drafting
and implementing the operational plan
roadpol - seat belt, where Kosovo Police
imposed a total of 4579 tickets related to
this operation.
The Road Traffic Division has also
carried out awareness campaigns, such
2
as: “Speed kills”, “Increased caution
2
when driving on icy roads”, “Do not
hurry, family is waiting for you!”, “Your
carelessness causes suffering for others”,
“ Put on your seat belt ”, which were
3
followed by press releases through KP
social networks.
Considering that our country like the
whole globe is facing with pandemic as
a result of the Covid-19, Kosovo Police,
respectively the RTD, is continuously
engaged in implementing the operational
order OO “Preparedness and response to
virus Covid-19 ”, in order to prevent this
3
virus.
3
While, regarding the regional cooperation, in 2020 due to the situation with the tables presented below, it is noted that
pandemic
“COVID-19”.
Kosovo
WesterneBalkan
it is important to emphasize that from
Divizioni
i Komunikacionit
Rrugor mbetet i përkushtuar
dhe compared
angazhuar to
përthe
realizimin
detyrave dhe
Whereas,
regarding
the
statistical
countries
for 2020
and
therrugor.
comparison
of dhe
2010 and onwards, on each summer
Divizioni
i Komunikacionit
Rrugor
mbetet
ipër
përkushtuar
dhe angazhuar
për realizimin
e detyrave
aktiviteteve
me qëllim
të ngritjes
së
sigurisë
të gjithë
pjesëmarrësit
në trafikun
comparative
analysis
Western
accidents
2010-2020,
has less
deaths per 1
aktiviteteve
me qëllim të
ngritjes sëwith
sigurisë
për të gjithë
pjesëmarrësit
në trafikun
rrugor.
season, a Memorandum of Cooperation
Me respekt,
Balkans countries, the Secretariat of million inhabitants.
has been signed for the organization
Me
respekt,
the Road
Transport Community Treaty The Road Traffic Division remains
of police road services of the Albanian
Nënkolonel
Jeton Rexhepi
Drejtorand
i Divizionit
tëEuropean
Komunikacionit
Rrugor
Nënkolonel
Jeton
the Rexhepi
Commission,
on committed and engaged in performing
State Police and Kosovo Police in the
i Divizionit të Komunikacionit
Rrugor statistics
23.04.2021
have published
duties and activities aiming at raising
territory of the Republic of Albania,Drejtor
in 20.04.2021,
23.04.2021
an effort to increase the road traffic on deaths in road traffic accidents for security to all participants in road
level safety, prevention of accidents and 2020 and the comparison 2010-2020 per traffic.
traffic offenses, saving people’s lives 1 million inhabitants, for all member
in road accidents, as well as rigorous states. This publication also includes the
countries of the Western Balkans, such as:
Prepared by:
implementation of laws and rules in the
2 fatalities for 2020 annual statistics for western balkans
Northern Macedonia, Kosovo,
Lieutenant-Colonel Jeton REXHEPI
field of road traffic. Exceptionally, this
2 fatalitiesAlbania,
for 2020 annual statistics for western balkans
3 Linku i statistikave: https://www.transport-community.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Annual-Statistics-2020.pdf
Montenegro and Serbia. Based on the
Director of Road Traffic Division
memorandum was not implemented
Linku i statistikave: https://www.transport-community.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Annual-Statistics-2020.pdf
Linku i statistikave: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_1767?utm_source=ETSC&utm_campaign=71073a749a20200709-PIN_corona_briefing_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3a7b55edbf-71073a749a-136654993
Linku
i statistikave: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_1767?utm_source=ETSC&utm_campaign=71073a749a-

3

Linku i aktiviteteve nga ROADPOL: https://www.roadpol.eu/index.php/calendar-dates/25-roadpol-operation-seat-belt
20200709-PIN_corona_briefing_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3a7b55edbf-71073a749a-136654993
fatalities for 2020 annual statistics for western balkans
Faqe 3 nga 3
3
Linku i statistikave: https://www.transport-community.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Annual-Statistics-2020.pdf
Faqe 3 nga 3
________________________________________________________________________
Linku i statistikave: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_1767?utm_source=ETSC&utm_campaign=71073a749a-20200709-PIN_corona_
Adresa: Rr. Luan Haradinaj pn. 10000 Prishtin‘ – Kosov‘
________________________________________________________________________
briefing_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3a7b55edbf-71073a749a-136654993
P‘rgjithshme
Policis‘
s‘ Kosov‘s
Adresa:Drejtoria
Rr. Luane Haradinaj
pn. e10000
Prishtin‘
– Kosov‘
Drejtoria e P‘rgjithshme e Policis‘ s‘ Kosov‘s
1
2
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Platform
Kosovo Police closer to citizens through the internet as well
After redesigning the KP website
during 2020 and the launch of the
new website (www.kosovopolice.
com), the webpage of Kosovo Police
has had a significant increase in
visits, which means only during the
year 2020, Kosovo Police website has
had about 1,076,033 visits.
While, the official webpage of
Kosovo Police in the social network
‘Facebook’ https://facebook.com/
Kosovopolice/ only during 2020
has had 64.0k followers, which
compared to the previous year shows
a considerable increase for KP.
While from the most viewed posts
on the official website of the KP
on Facebook have been the posts
related to the service of citizens,
especially the article which was
posted on 11.04.2020 that has to do
with a missing person where Police
has carried out a search plan for the
citizen B. O, who on 24.03.2020 was
evidenced as a ‘missing person’. After
the engagement of 96 police officers
of different police units, including
K9 Unit (dog unit), searches were
carried out in the area of Muqibaba
village, in a mountainous terrain and
very difficult to search. This article
has reached viewership up to 104.7k
(104,666 people), while 4,833 people
have responded, commented and
shared this information.
Special place also have the posts
related to wanted persons, so if we
refer to the figures, only during 2020,
the general posts related to wanted
persons have reached a viewership of
up to 71k.
Considerable attention has also been
paid to the recommendations after the
situation and circumstances created in
our country by the pandemic, the virus
‘COVID-19’, and it is worth noting that
from each appeal post, we have reached
record of viewers up to 71.7K.
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It is worth mentioning that the article
related to the new application issued by
the Kosovo Police “Inform the Police”
has had a satisfactory interest and has
reached up to 30.4k views.
A considerable attention has also been
paid to the visits of the management of
police officers, such as the case of the

visit to the police officer Mazllum
Bajraktari who was injured while
performing official duty 14 years ago.
This post has reached 39,395 (39.4K)
views and 114 comments.
Regarding the record posts for 2020,
the sad news is the police officer (Sami
THAQI) who died while performing
his official duty on 28.01.2020, in the
action of the Police in the village of
Zhur of Prizren, so this article has
deeply touched the feelings and has
been watched by over 199 863 people
and has had over 2.8 thousand
comments.
Now the official Facebook page has a
total of 64.0k active followers.
Kosovo Police has constantly been
committed to establishing and
strengthening cooperation with the
public, electronic and print media,
aiming the transparency increase in
police actions. It has also supported
and promoted several awareness
campaigns in the general public
interest, with particular emphasis
on the field of security and Covid-19
pandemic.
During the reporting period at the
central level of the Police:
a) 118 written press releases were
issued;
b) 365, 24-hours reports published;
c) 170 different police activities have
been published on the social networks
of the Police;
d) 45 police projects have been
designed and published;
e) The magazine of the Kosovo Police
“PROTECTOR” has been drafted and
published and
f) Video spots, awareness brochures
related to the Kosovo Police application
“Call the Police” have been published.
Thank you for your understanding and
support.
Prepared by: Çajup KAJTAZI

Serving citizens
Police and the firefighter teams reacted
in a fire case and managed to prevent the
worst

Several people had difficulties
(got stuck) in Zhur Mountains due
to snow, Kosovo Border Police
rescues them by motorbikes
After the intensification of the snowfall, on 23rd of March, 2021,
in our country, the Kosovo Police engaged in the field with its
units, despite the atmospheric conditions and circumstances.
At the same time, everyone was asked to be extra careful
when circulating or moving on different roads or areas during
atmospheric precipitation.
On 22.03.2021, at 11:40, the Kosovo Police received an
information that in the Zhur Mountains, there were trapped
by snow two (2) persons who were walking on the mountain
road but who had difficulty to get to Zhur. Immediately, the
Police started organizing the search and rescue operation for
these persons and managed through contacting them to find
out that there were in total four (4) persons who were far
away and were have difficulties. The Police Station for Border
Surveillance (SPMK) in Vërmicë engaged two (2) vehicles, a
motorbike and four (4) police officers.
After several hours of searching by the Police, physical contact
was achieved with the persons on the mountain, to then get to
Zhur. At around 16:00 of the same day, those persons returned
home safe and sound, feeling well and without the need for
any medical treatment.
The Kosovo Police remains committed to serving everyone
without distinction and to provide the necessary assistance
wherever and whenever citizens need or consider that the
Police can help them.
We can overcome difficult situations more easily, only through
active cooperation.

Kosovo Police on January 12, 2021, at about 15:10
o’clock, received an information that in the village
Babush – Lipjan a fire has broken out in an additional
facility of a house.
The police reaction in response of this case has been
immediate. The Police Units that responded this case,
have performed their duties in accordance with such
situations, giving special importance to the overall
safety of the life of citizens.
According to the scene and the information received
from the owner of the building, the fire had occurred
when the owner, who was working in that building
with various appliances, noticed that smoke had
started to come out.
The facility contained a quantity of 1500 liters of
heating oil, 20 liter gas cylinders, CO2 cylinders and
other working tools.
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Health

THE CORONAVIRUS A
Maintaining emotional
and psychological health
Now, more than ever, we
need to maintain mental
health and make it as
functional as possible in
relation to the situation we
are dealing with.

During the coronavirus pandemic
we need to focus on mental health as
much as we do on physical health.
Currently the world is in a state of
stress. The coronavirus pandemic urged
people to buy out of panic, be it food,
pharmaceuticals, hygiene and cleaning.
Research on social networks, portals or
even other forms in search of the latest
information on how to protect ourselves
against infection and the worry about
who we can meet and how we can avoid
them.
This is too much to deal with in a
short time and the influx of outside
influences is huge
People who have not previously had
problems with psychological health,
suddenly have problems sleeping,
problems with regular nutrition,
concentration and at the same time in
normal daily life.
Those who have previously suffered
from anxiety or disorder of fixed ideas
and repetitive behaviors, the negative
impact of information for the possibility
of infection with the coronavirus and
other information in relation to the virus
have worsened the symptoms they have
had.
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Another problem is the
speed at which news about
the coronavirus spreads
and how quickly that
information changes. But
even worse is the amount of
“fake news” circulating.
It is human to feel the need
to be informed, no one
wants to risk being infected
with this disease. Insecurity
and feelings the lack of
control are the background
of anxiety. Something is
expected to happen and it
awakens anxiety.
An additional problem is the new
protocols about hand washing and not
touching the face, among other things,
can worsen the condition of some
people with the disorder of fixation of
repetitive behaviors.
People
with
obsessive-compulsive
disorder and repetitive behavior clean
things up constantly, such as kitchen and
bathroom door handles over and over
again. This may not sound too bad, but
when it continues for a long time then
it causes problems in daily functioning,
leaving aside the obligations and
daily duties in the family, work and
elsewhere.

What are the steps to reduce the
likelihood for the COVID-19 to
adversely affect our mental health?
Avoid reading the news
We all want to be informed, but we
need a break, especially from what is
happening now.
Limit the time you spend on social media
watching the news. This will give you
space for other things. You have to be
strict in reducing the time for COVID-19
related news, it will not be easy.
Practice physical exercises at home
Exercise is known to be good for mental
health, and so it is now. Even if you are
confined to your home, you can still

AND MENTAL HEALTH
of time you wash your hands and clean
the surfaces. Limit “worry time” for a
certain hour each day, then try not to
think during the rest of the day.

walk in the garden, yard, climb stairs
or even do “chair aerobics”, exercises
for people with less mobility, which
can be done while sitting in chairs, with
favorite music.
Get out into the fresh air
Restricting movement in open spaces,
such as parks and public places, does
not mean that the other environment
cannot be used, e.g. if you live in a
house with a yard, use the yard for fresh
air, if you live in a collective apartment,
go out on the balcony to get fresh air.
Fresh air helps reduce symptoms and
cure anxiety and mood disorders.
Try not to use the phone.
Reduce the time of worries
If you find yourself repeating your
actions for the fear of being infected
with the corona virus, limit the amount

Feel and think positively
E fundit, por jo më e pavlera, besoni
në Zot, lutuni për jetë, falënderojuni
për secilën ditë të jetuar, jini krenar
për kontributin tuaj, mos harroni se
kemi përgjegjësi edhe për njerëzit që
na rrethojnë, siç janë bashkëshorti/ja,
prindërit, fëmijët, motrat e vëllezërit,
kolegët e shumë njerëz me të cilët jemi
të rrethuar.
Above all, do not stop feeling that you
will not be affected by the virus and
that most people who are infected with
coronavirus have mild symptoms and
fully recover.
Always try to see things positively, this
has a good effect on maintaining mental
health, reducing the impact of stress,
anxiety, panic, repetitive behaviors and
fixed ideas in the fight against the virus.
Whenever you have the opportunity to
talk to the person you consider close and
trustworthy, try your best to talk about
life, the benefits of life, the contribution
you can make to each
challenge we may
encounter in our daily
journey.
Follow
the
recommendations
given by the relevant
health care bodies and
health professionals
about taking measures
to prevent coronavirus
infection.
Last but not least,
trust in God, pray for
life, be grateful for

Above all, do not stop feeling that
you will not be affected by the
virus and that most people who are
infected with coronavirus have mild
symptoms and fully recover.
Always try to see things positively,
this has a good effect on
maintaining mental health, reducing
the impact of stress, anxiety, panic,
repetitive behaviors and fixed
ideas in the fight against the virus.
Whenever you have the opportunity
to talk to the person you consider
close and trustworthy
every day you live, be proud of your
contribution, remember that we also
have responsibilities for the people
around us, such as spouse, parents,
children, sisters and brothers, colleagues
and many people with around us.
Prepared by:
Psychologist Arton ADEMI
KP Health Services Directorate
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Operations
Kosovo Police in cooperation with
Albanian, Italian authorities and
with the American DEA managed
to seize 400 kilograms of cocaine Kosovo

Kosovo Police, respectively the
Directorate
of
Investigation
of
Narcotics Trafficking in coordination
with the Italian and Albanian Police,
after a joint investigation during a
search of a company warehouse found
and seized a quantity of suspected
narcotics, cocaine weighing 400 kg ,
while during the control in several
other locations there were found and
seized: two revolvers; one ‘TT’ and the
other with gas, 50 bullets of caliber 7.62
mm, € 25925 in cash, 200 MK denars, a
car, 6 mobile phones, 6 computers, two
laptops, four DVRs and a hard disk. All
actions were taken in consultation with
the pre-trial judge and the prosecutor
of the Special Prosecution Office.
Seven (7) Kosovar male suspects were
arrested and taken into custody by
decision of the prosecutor.
The General Director of Kosovo
Police, Mr. Samedin Mehmeti during a
conference said that seven (7) persons
have been arrested, while the action
is continuing and there may be other
arrests.
“The police and the prosecution office
have formed a joint group to investigate
this case. The institutions of the three
countries have cooperated in real time
and there was a regular communication
between these institutions.
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The cargo was stopped in the parking
lot of a warehouse but it has been
constantly monitored by the Police.
Today around 11 o’clock the suspects
have started the criminal activity.
Police have intervened. They managed
to arrest the suspects and about 400
kg. narcotics of the type cocaine. Other
locations were also raided.
It is believed that the truck came
from Brazil passing through several
countries through Kosovo. The

Cocaine was hidden in various types
of meat packages. Seven (7) Kosovo
citizens were arrested, about 400 kg
of narcotics, a weapon and various
types of vehicles were seized. “The
operation is ongoing, there may be
other arrests.”

International Police cooperation
results in destruction of the
organized criminal groups

The Special Prosecution of the
Republic of Kosovo and Kosovo
Police, respectively the Directorate for
Investigation of the Organized Crime,
have carried out the second successful
police operation against two criminal
groups involved in the criminal offense

“Participation or organization of an
organized criminal group” related to
“Smuggling of migrants” and “Forgery
of documents”.
The first operation was conducted
on October 29, 2020, where five (5)
different locations were searched and
three (3) suspects were arrested.
While, in the second operation, twelve
(12) locations were searched and nine
(9) suspects were arrested, while two
others were released in due process.
During the control of the locations
in both police operations, there were
found
workshops
(laboratories)
equipped with equipment and materials
that were used for the production of
various forged documents, as well as
hundreds of forged documents, such
as: passports, identification cards,
driving licenses of more than sixteen
(16) different countries, mainly EU
countries.
In these police operations, a total of
twelve (12) suspects were arrested
and by order of the prosecutor have
been taken to custody and the others
in detention according to the court
decision.
In both cases, the investigations
were carried out in cooperation with:
EUROPOL, Albania and several EU
countries.
Apparatus and materials that were
used to commit criminal offenses, as
well as forged documents and other
material evidence were seized as
material evidence.

A large amount of banknotes
suspected of being counterfeit have
been seized, Kosovo police arrests
six suspects

On April 3, 2021, the Directorate for
Investigation of Economic Crimes
and Corruption (DIECC) received
information from Kosovo Customs
about a suspected package, which was

Illegal immigrants, hiding in a
truck for transporting goods
(children’s toys), have been detained at the border crossing point

sent by mail from Turkey to Kosovo,
exactly in Mamusha.
It was suspected that there was
money in this package that could have
been counterfeited. The Directorate
against Economic Crimes of the KP
(DIECC), in coordination with the State
Prosecutor’s Office, has implemented
covert investigation and surveillance
measures and this package has been
under surveillance measures until the
designated destination.On 02.04.2021,
according to the procedures, this
package was withdrawn from the post
office in Mamusha by the person for
whom it was intended and who was in
the company of several other persons.
The police then reacted and all persons
involved in this case were arrested in
flagrante.As material evidence, police
investigators have seized 375,000.00
(three hundred and seventy five
thousand) euros, banknotes of 100
euros and 50 euros, as well as 6 (six)
mobile phones of the suspects, for
further proceedings.

Kosovo Police, respectively the Border
Police, on 30.03.2021 while performing
official duties and implementing the
operational plan “Prevention of entry
of illegal immigrants and smuggling
of goods” at about 10:40 o’clock at the
entrance of the Republic of Kosovo in
Hani i Elezit, customs officer stopped
a black Renault truck with a trailer,
driven by an Albanian male, who
was transporting goods from another
country.
The truck was checked by police officers
with the device ‘Human presence
detector’ and during the control the
device in question gave signs (signals)
that there may be the presence of human
beings in the trailer. Upon the receipt
of signal it was decided that the trailer
be opened and inspected. The opening
of the truck was attended by two police
officers and a customs officer.
After the cover of the trailer was
opened, there were found three (3)
persons (illegal immigrants), hidden
in children’s toys (goods loaded in the
trailer).
The migrants were taken of the trailer
to be identified and checked, while the
truck was sent to the terminal barn to
be checked in more details.

The Prosecution and Police, in
a joint action against smuggling
of weapons, seven (7) suspects in
handcuffs, a large amount of weapons was found.

The Basic Prosecution in Ferizaj, in cooperation with Kosovo Police, after a long
investigative work, using covert technical
measures, have conducted a joint police
operation “Stuhia” to prevent various
criminal activities, including “Smuggling
with weapons” and other criminal activities,
where seven (7) suspects were arrested and
by order of the State Prosecutor have been
detained for a period of 48 hours.
The police operation started in the early
morning hours into three regions of Kosovo
with a total of 13 different locations, of
which: Ferizaj (7) locations, Gjilan (2) locations and Prishtina (4) locations.
During this operation, the police have
engaged about 230 police officers of different
profiles, who have also been engaged in
the control and raid of suspected locations,
where, as material evidence they have
seized:
- 3 hand grenade launcher (tromblon),
- 6 grenade launcher fillers,
- 1 hand grenade launcher (zola),
- 2 long weapons AK-47,
- 1 hunting rifles,
- 6 short weapons - 100 ammunition,
- Crates with ammunition of calibre 7.62
mm,
- 5 big crates with cartridges (AK-47)- 8250,
- 12 small crates with cartridges (AK-47) 180,
- 8 magazines (4 loaded) - 120,
- Total 8550
- 1 equipment for cleaning weapons,
- Rifle parts – several buttstocks,
- 1 pairs of binoculars,
- 4 vehicles,
- 1 phone,
- 2 laptops,
- 2 USB,
- 1 rod and
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Forensics

The trichotomous structure
the profiling of the P
written by:
Mergim Bekteshi
(police officer)

Throughout historical developments,
forensics detailed advanced processes
with its development methods and
forms, making it easier for police
investigators to conduct investigative
actions,
prosecution
process
of
prosecutors, and an easier job for judges
to consider material evidences. Forensic
experts pointed out that the criminal
lawyer (Korajlić and Muharremi, 2009)
should have sufficient knowledge of
forensic science in order to easier face
it, given the advanced crime rate which
has a trajectory that shows an obstacle
in the initial step for all those who fight
against this phenomenon, especially the
Police and the Prosecution Office.
The trichotomous structure of forensics
includes forensic tactics, forensic
techniques and forensic methodologies,
which form the basis for a more
detailed overview of the scene or
crime scene, as it is called in the west.
The lack of this trichotomy doubles
the preference to provide material
evidence or as Saferstein says the
lines of stories describing the crime
solving skills of scientists (Saferstein,
2007), more specifically when there is
a lack of coherence in these lines, the
performance for law and solving the
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criminological mosaic fades. Forensic
methods are an advancement towards
the fight and prevention of crime, which
makes society more insecure in facing
the norms and the legal order.
Professor Vesel Latifi emphasized: “The
investigator is the voice of the victim”
(Latifi and Demolli, 2019), this reference
includes the professional preparation
and hope of the victim to rely not only
on other justice institutions such as
the Prosecution and the Court but also
Police. The police in their journey, as
well as other institutions of criminallegal character, should focus on
operational methods that cover most of
the work in the fight against crime and
organized crime. When we talk about
organized crime not only as a notion,
it constitutes a homogeneous structure
and obstacle to the legal order, built to
challenge the rule of law. Without the
forensic trichotomy it is impossible to
fight and prevent organized crime.
Tactics, techniques and methodologies
together constitute the pivot of forensic
work, the first studies the forms and
manifestations of criminal offenses,
the manner of committing the offense
and the intentions of the perpetrator
which is then stigmatized with criminal
phenomenology and psychology. The
technique includes high professional
skills, among them communication,
gathering and specifying information
but also a wider range of utilization of

scientific tools, which in the century we
are living have a high progress. Crime
is a very complex and dynamic negative
phenomenon that adapts to social
change (Korajlić and Muharremi, 2009)
in addition to this, the methodology
defines a combination of criminal
technique and tactics, a challenge, seeing
the different methods of committing
crimes by the perpetrator.
The mission of the contemporary police
but also the mission of the Kosovo
Police “is to prevent crime, detect and
investigate perpetrators of criminal
offenses, by collecting and presenting
facts, evidence and proof that prove the
guilt or innocence of persons suspected
for criminal offenses, as well as bringing
the perpetrators to justice ”(KP). This
description of its tasks and mission
presents the trichotomous structure that
is achieved through operational work
based on this department, to prevent
criminal activity through preventive
and repressive activity.
The scope and application of forensic
methods represents an equivalence that
requires high professional treatment
by investigators, as well as prosecutors
who have detailed knowledge in
forensics as a science. When it comes to
trichotomy it is important to look at both
material and non-material evidence.
The Kosovo Agency for Forensics,
as an institution independent from
the Police, acts professionally (AKF,

structure of forensics and
Police in this segment
The trichotomous structure
of forensics includes forensic
tactics, forensic techniques and
forensic methodologies, which
form the basis for a more detailed
overview of the scene or crime
scene, as it is called in the west.

2021) by conducting material evidence
examinations in some of its sectors, has
a special contribution to the trichotomy.
Experts of the criminal procedure have
applauded criminology as a science.
According to them: It is often not known
whether it is a case of fake suicide,
(conspiracy), of a real murder or suicide,
whether it is a forged document or the
original document (Sahiti and Murati,
2016), all these dilemmas are clarified
by the forensics in the courtroom that
are persistently requested by the parties
to the proceedings.
The courts have already increased the
criteria for the presentation of evidences
by the parties in the proceedings
and only those evidences which are
manifested in the professional course
manage to incriminate and acquit the
parties in the proceedings or postulati
romak da mihi factum, dabo tib ius

(give me facts to give you the right),
far from the time of the Middle Ages
where guilt was manifested by a single
evidence. In this process, the law
enforcement bodies, the Police, have
an important role, where the burden of
responsibility on the ground falls on the
investigator, to provide evidence based
on the criminal procedure (KPPRK),
more precisely from article 69 of this
code. A number of issues are related
to forensic trichotomy, from obtaining
information about committing a criminal
offense or preparing a criminal offense.
For both the first and the second, in
addition to the instinct or deep sense
of smell, the acquaintance with forensic

science is needed, only in this way a
comprehensive transparency is created
for the argumentation of material
evidence with criminal-legal effect.
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CURIO
SITIES
16 interesting facts you don’t know
about different countries of the world
France
France holds the title of full coverage of
12 time zones. At the same time different areas mark different time.
Maldives
Despite the talks on global warming
and rising sea levels, Maldives inhabitants have a reason to fear. With an
average altitude of about 1.8 meters
above sea level, their state is the lowest
on earth.
Nauru
Over 95 percent of the overweight
population, the island of Nauru is the
country with the most overweighed
population in the world. The obesity
epidemic of this country is mainly attributed to the import of western fast
food that coincided with the increase of
the standard of living in the 20th century.
Guam
Because Guam has no natural but coral
sand, the people of this island asphalted the road with a mixture of coral
sand and oil, instead of importing sand
from abroad.
Falkland Islands
Only 3,000 people have an average of
half a million sheep, which means an
average of 350 sheep per person. Therefore, this country is known for its large
wool exports.
continues in the next number
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Some weird
curiosities,
but worth a look
The following list of curiosities will help you successfully follow your beloved habit,
the one of telling the most interesting curiosities in the world: Did you know that
after the age of thirty, people become 1 cm smaller every 10 years?!
The tears we shed for different reasons (eg. of joy, sorrow, peeling onions, etc.) have
different composition.
During the pregnancy period the brain of women is significantly reduced,
only six months after giving birth, it returns in its previous state.
Do you know that when we blush, the same thing happens in our stomach?
After the age of 60, the people lose half of the taste sense.
In our mouth there are more bacteria than all the population of the earth.
In our body we have ten times more bacteria than cells.
If we would take all the blood vessels (Veins, arteria, capillary) from the one
side to another, we would round the earth with them at least twice.
Mussels may change their gender several times throughout their lives.
Flying snakes may fly a distance of 100 m in the air.
The tongue of a blue whale weights as much as a grown elephant.
Big white sharks may identify falling of a drop of blood in 100 liters of water,
and are able to find small amount of blood in a distance of 5 km.
Castor’s tooth never stop growing, crunching woods helps them maintain
the proper size.
The pregnancy of the African elephants lasts two years.
The chameleon tongue may be as long as his body.

The owner, who was stolen
the Mercedes, invites the thieves
for coffee

The businessman from Mitrovica
through a post showed how his
vehicle was stolen and found
a week later. The citizen, B. U.,
thanked the Kosovo Police, together with the Auto-crimes
unit in Prishtina, who helped in
finding the vehicle. The person
from Mitrovica also invited for
coffee the persons who stole his
vehicle.

The truck driver made a wrong
maneuver and ended up at the roof of
a garage in Italy

In Palermo, Italy, a truck
driver made a wrong
maneuver with a truck and
ended up at the roof of a
garage.
It stuck on the top of the
roof and the residents were
evacuated because of the
risk of the truck’s falling.
The firefighters intervened
and secured the scene and
the vehicle was taken to
the road, while the people
returned to their homes

Thousands of people gathered for the concert which was a 1 April
lie
Police in Belgium used tear gas and
water to disperse a crowd of people
who gathered for a fake concert
published at the social networks as a
joke for the fools’ day.
About 2,000 people were present at the
park Bois de la Cambre of Brussels,
breaking the rules of COVID-19.
When the police arrived, some on foot
and some on horses, screams were

heard from the crowd “Freedom!” and
through missile.
Police said that four people were
arrested.
Three police officers were injured
during the fight, while it is reported
that two persons have been injured.
The information about the concert
was made on March in Facebook, for a
famous DJ would be present.

Why do the pilot and the copilot never eat the same food?
The passengers’ safety at the plane
is almost entirely on the hands of the
personnel, so the pilot in commercial
flights must necessarily respect several
things.
However, several rules must not be
violated, one of them is that the pilot
and copilot (the other or the second
pilot) must not eat the same food.
Even though, according to the rule, it
may sound strange, but there are very
good reasons, and of course it has to
do with the safety.
For example, if something goes wrong
with the food of the one pilot and he
is infected by the food, the other pilot
shall not have the same fate and would
be able to fly the plane.

It is important to mention that this
practice has not been determined by
law, but it was foreseen to the rules
determined by the aviation companies,
in order to protect the passengers in
the best way, reports the telegraph.
Also, the pilots are advised to avoid
certain food before the flight, as raw
fishes. The food infection in flights is
rare, but there are some cases.
The most known case is the one of
1982, where with expired pudding
there were infected ten crew members
including the pilot and copilot.
However, pilots managed to return the
plane to Boston.
Prepared by: Çajup KAJTAZI

Info.
Police Stations numbers
Prishtina region

Regional Directorate Prishtina 		
Regional Traffic Prishtina 		
Obiliq Police Station 		
Police Station Fushe Kosova 		
Police Station Graçanica 		
Police Station Lipjan 		
Police Station Drenas		
Police Station Podujevë
North Police Station 		
South Police Station 		
Police Station Center		
Orllan Police Sub Station
Bernica Police Sub Station		
Magure Police Sub Station		
Police Substation Janjevë 		

Region Peja and Gjakova

Regional Directorate Peja 		
Regional Directorate Gjakova 		
Police Station Peja 		
Regional Traffic Gjakova 		
Regional Traffic Peja 		
Police Station Gjakova 		
Police Station Istog 		
Police Station Klinë 		
Deçan Police Station 		
Rahovec Police Station 		
Malisheva Police Station 		
Under Gorazhdevc Police Station
Under the Junik Police Station 		
Under the Vitomirica Police Station
Under the Police Station Ponashevc

Mitrovica region

Regional Directorate Mitrovica
Regional Traffic Unit Mitrovica
Mitrovica South Police Station		
Police Station Skenderaj 		
Police Station Vushtrri 		
ZubinPotok Police Station 		
Zvecan Police Station 		
Police Station / Region Mitrovica North
Police Station Leposavi
Under Prilluzhe Police Station

Prizren Region

Regional Directorate Prizren		
Regional Traffic Prizren 		
Police Station Suhareka 		
Dragash Police Station 		
Police Substation Sredska
Police Substitute Mushtisht
Police Substitute Mamusha
Police Substitution Zhur

Region of Gjilan

Regional Directorate Gjilan 		
Police Station Gjilan 		
Regional Traffic Gjilan		
Police Station Novoberda 		
Police Station Viti 		
Police Station Kamenica 		
Police Substation Kllokot 		
Ranillug Police Substation 		
Zheger Police Substation 		
Pozharan Police Substation 		
Police Substation Muqiverrc 		

Ferizaj Region

Regional Directorate Ferizaj 		
Police Station Ferizaj 		
Regional Traffic Ferizaj		
Police Station Shtërpcë 		
Kaçanik Police Station 		
Police Station Hani i Elezit 		
Police Station Shtime 		

038540021
038534234
038561600
038535812
038564292
038581010
038/584092
038571805
038249942
038549924
038502223
038614972
038515092
038502472
038567009
039 432327
038 504504-5510
039 433273
0390 323784
039 432595
0390 322482
039 451374
039 471199
0390 361020
029 277913
038 269007
039 467389
0390 370092
039/442 203
0390 370888
028/532 366
028 532 628
028 532 585
028/582 087
028/572 010
028 461 042
028 665 130
028 425 170
028/83 424
028 573 509
029/244 355
029/244 655
029/271 024
029/281 017
038/502 575
029/275 105
029/273 453
029/625 092
0280/330 188
0280/330 061
0280/330 091
038/576 092
0280/381 513
0280/372 390
0280/381 094
038 / 504504-7878
0280/386 011
0280 / 386-269
0280/320 197
0290/322 406
0290/327 412
0290/321 899
0290/70092
0290/380 834
0290/385 015
0290/389 008
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LULËZIM KRASNIQI
11.01.1976 - 02.04.2021

FATMIR KRASNIQI
04.06.1969-30.03.2021

HEKREM HALITI

16.04.1970-22.03.2021

SRDJAN SPASOJEVIC
24.09.1968-20.11.2020

SOKOL MAXHARRAJ

MALIQ HOTI
14.06.1968-12.08.2020

22.04.1956-19.11.2020

EMRUSH KLLOKOQI

24.06.1959-03.11.2020

ALI QELAJ

27.04.1971-27.08.2020

LJUBICA JANICEVIC
05.02.1983-07.08.2020

BOJAN RISTOVIC

10.09.1971-29.07.2020

ILIR GJOKA

18.01.1981-16.07.2020

29.11.1963 - 09.04.2021

PETRIT HAXHIU

12.01.1969-16.12.2020

ISMET OSMANI

09.05.1958-12.08.2020

GEGË PRENAJ

30.03.1970 - 14.04.2021

SELVER MALIQI

11.08.1960-24.01.2021

HAJRUSH GASHI

01.05.1956-19.08.2020

HAKIF HODOLLI

PUNONJËSIT E POLICISË SË KOSOVËS QË KANË HUMBUR JETËN NGA ‘COVID 19’

Duke nderuar zyrtarët tanë

MIFTAR KURTI

11.10.1970 - 08.05.2021

BEKIM.T. KRASNIQI

02.02.1969-17.02.2021

DUGAGJIN MEHMETI

29.03.1964-21.08.2020

HYSNI JERLIU

15.07.1979-04.03.2021

PETAR MILENKOVIC

10.08.1965-25.08.2020

